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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Dec 6 

Please see following regarding neighborhood experiences/concerns. 

-past three years Fasig Tipton partnered with Mazzone catering and held over 50 weddings 

and corporate events without a Special Use Permit and in fact the facility was not zoned to 

hold these kinds of non-horse related activities. 

-the events were highly disruptive to residents in the surrounding neighborhoods. Noise, 

traffic, garbage, observed drug use and declining real estate values were and continue to 

be of the utmost concern. 

On March 23rd 2015 Fasig Tipton and Mazzone Catering represented by Mike Toohey 

sought a temporary SUP for 13 (already scheduled) events running between May and 

October 2015. Approximately 30 neighbors attended the Saratoga Springs Planning Board 

meeting to voice concern and opposition to said ongoing activity. Eleanor Mullaney 

represented a core group of residents. 

The temporary permit was granted with the following stipulations: 

1- there will be NO non horse related events planned for 2016. 

2- Mazzone Catering is to remove ALL marketing/advertising related to Fasig Tipton. 

3- Mazzone and FT directed to provide event security, monitor sound levels (70 dB) 

with music stopped at 10pm, no internal pa, etc. 

4- the temporary permit will NOT serve as a precedent for future re-application. 

This last point remains a concern. Specifically, will there be a reapplication for 2017 and 

beyond, despite considerable zoning questions. 

Beyond this, the noise at 70dB within and bordering a residential zone is unreasonable. 

Furthermore, lighting, and or light pollution as newer Victorian lights are added alongside 

pre-existing pole lights, needs further review. 

Finally, as the UDO seeks to revise the city zoning code, to "streamline the review and 

approval process" will this leave too much for interpretation within the legal community? 

- Kelly Chabot 



_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Dec 1 

Chapter 110 of the city code should be adjusted to clarify the role of the open space 

advisory committee, and how they advise the city on all open space, recreation and other 

similar acquisitions. 

- Charlie Morrison, (former) acting chair of the Open Space Advisory Committee (via 

phone) 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Comments Previously Published Nov 20th 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Nov. 16  

Here are the key points of the SSDC’s unanimously-adopted position statement (Sept. 

2013, attached), along with their continuing relevance to your process: 1) “We hope 

other relevant documents approved by the City Council since adoption of the 2001 Plan will 

be consulted and their main principles incorporated (not simply by reference). In this way, 

the Plan can provide a coherent, single source of guidance.” (p. 2) 

(This is essentially the same point as the comment you received as follows: “In the 

presentation, Complete Streets was the only specifically-named planning document of 

numerous planning documents / policies that have been adopted by the city since 2001. It 

should be a major goal of this project to incorporate all of these adopted documents and 

cite their proper names, such as Climate Smart and the Urban Forestry Master Plan.”) 

We volunteer to help separate out the content of these ancillary, City-approved documents 

that has direct relevance for incorporation into zoning code—vs. descriptive language 

about specific projects—to ensure full implementation of these approved policy 

documents through zoning ordinance and creation of a single source of essential 

information about City policy, for those contemplating development. 

In our 2013 statement, we reference the following approved policies (there may be others): 

“Specifically, the Plan’s usability would benefit by including approved policies from the 

Open Space Plan (2002); Historic Preservation Plan (2001); Complete Streets (2012); 

Community Development ‘Consolidated Plan’ (2010/annual updates); Cleaner Greener 

Community Agreement (2012); and the Urban and Community Forest Master Plan (2013).” 

2) “As surrounding areas become more densely developed, great pressure will be brought 

to bear on our existing Greenbelt. We ask that the Plan continue to include firm protections 

against the plundering of this open space or attenuating its robust, ‘contiguous’ nature into 

merely a ‘trail system.’” (p. 4) 

We have closely followed the proposals regarding the so-called Greenbelt – PUDs, “resort 

overlay district,” etc. We realize that the one true source of the protections we seek will 

remain the code you are working on. 



3) Policy regarding sustainability/smart growth, maintenance and improvements to 

infrastructure; and the City’s downtown: Our position statement and our SSDC platform 

documents (2013 & 2015) focus on these aspects of planning and land use. They state 

principles that we believe should inform zoning code to the extent they conform to the 

final language of the 2015 Comprehensive Plan and lend themselves to incorporation in 

the relevant sections of code. These are the primary areas we would be interested in 

following and contributing to, as you move forward. 

Thank you for opening the door to the participation of additional community groups. As 

elected officials representing registered Democratic voters in our respective Election 

Districts, we respectfully ask for the opportunity to meet with you as a stakeholder that has 

remained constructively engaged in this process throughout. 

I look forward to hearing from you about an opportunity to discuss these points, and how 

we can help, with you in person. 

- Charles Brown, SSDC Chair 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Nov. 9  

To the UDO; 

My concern about zoning and Comp plan changes keep growing. We have spent an 

inordinate amount of time establishing both. The ink is barely dry!!! I find it frustrating to 

have to continually fight this battle over and over all because big money interests (SNGC, 

City Center, Saratoga PAC, and greedy builders like Bonacio) won't take no for an answer! 

SNGC was granted special use permits when they obtained the right to build their golf 

course; which they KNEW FROM THE BEGINNING, was restricted; and they never acted on 

them. I fervently urge that they be held to those permits and the Green Belt be preserved. 

Let the COMP Plan stand! We no more need a World Class Golf Resort here any more than 

we have to have the Eiffel Tower!! Or put a Grand Canyon in the State Park!! You get my 

drift! 

Regarding the City Center's and downtown businesses cry for more parking and rushing 

the City Center parking plan: there ARE other options available, right now, that have not 

been put forth for consideration. Both parking garages behind Broadway and at Church 

and Woodlawn were built with the specific foresight to be able to add additional levels. 

Approximately 200 additional parking places could be made available in a lot less time and 

certainly less money than it will take to resolve the High Rock park proposed development. 

Additionally, the parking garage at the bottom of Spring St. was only built with a 2 level 

capacity. It should be taken down and rebuilt which could add yet another 200 spaces.   

That's about 400 spaces which is what the City Center keeps throwing around as the 

number of needed spaces!!! 



I have heard nothing from anyone about these other possible solutions to the parking 

needs of Saratoga Springs. I have to ask myself, "Is the city avoiding the expense in hopes 

of someone else solving the parking problem?"  

To further assist the City Center with their immediate parking needs; the City can designate 

the lot at High Rock as "event only parking" on days the city does have events. 

Bonacio's proposal for the Pink Palace is another venture in pure greed. The units 

proposed exceed parking availability and will cause major problems in our historic district. 

His proposal is not a satisfactory answer the affordable housing needs in this city. And we 

are all still waiting for him to be publically held accountable for the theft of land in 

Congress Park!! He should be fined, made to remove what he built, AND be banned from 

building in Saratoga Springs for 2 years!! 

Enough is enough!! Hold the line!!   

- Kim Fonda, property owner 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Nov. 4 

Thank you for meeting with several members of our Executive Board to help explain the 

UDO process to us. We appreciated your guidance as to how the Saratoga County Chamber 

of Commerce can best play a productive role in this process. The volunteer members from 

our Executive Board who were in attendance at this meeting were: Valerie Muratori, Matt 

Jones, Brian Straughter, David Collins and Theresa Agresta. 

In general, the Comprehensive Plan is 80 pages long with a two-page vision statement, four 

guiding principles, a dozen or more goals and well over 200 recommended actions. In a 

letter to Mark Torpey, the Chair of the Saratoga Springs Planning Board, on July 22, 2015, I 

wrote that this is the type of "plan" where everyone can find a line or word somewhere in 

the vision statement, or a guiding principle, or a goal and/or a recommended action to 

suggest that the City can or cannot do something and we'd all be correct. 

With this in mind, the following is a list of issues, opportunities and challenges we'd like to 

share with you for your consideration as you move forward with the UDO process: 

1.  The opening line of the Future Land Use section states: "If the City is to be successful, it 

must have increased flexibility to accommodate the rapidly changing needs of business, 

commerce and our residents." We trust that this statement provides you with the clearest 

direction possible to avoid changes to the zoning code that would increase regulatory 

oversight and impede the flexibility in making land use decisions that are now afforded to 

our land use boards. The comprehensive plan says "must have increased flexibility." 



2.  Through the Mayor's office, there was one effort made to find common ground that 

resulted in the use of some specific words in various recommended actions that we believe 

specifically indicates a clear preference to create flexibility including: 

a. "Update" the open space plan not implement. 

b. "Review and update" the City's Historic Preservation plan not implement. 

c. Adopt "reasonable"  guidelines that "encourage" restoration not require. d.  "Review" 

guidelines for stream buffers not establish. 

e. "Encourage" the development of residential and commercial buildings that exceed 

minimum state level energy efficiency not require or establish or implement. 

f. Ensure an adequate size and width for public right of ways "wherever feasible." 

g. "Consider" establishing a Generic Environmental Impact Statement to address city-

wide traffic impacts not establish or implement. 

h. "Evaluate" form-based zoning not establish or implement. 

i. "Consider" establishing dedicated funds for affordable housing not create. 

3.  There was one land use category within the Future Land Use section that was never 

contested and never edited. The Equine and Related Facilities (EQ) category was created 

because of this industry's "significant contribution to the City's tourism economy." The 

language in this category is flexible and broad by design because we cannot possibly know 

with certainty what types of "supporting facilities" will be essential to the equine industry's 

sustainability and future success. The language recognizes that uses and design "must be 

sensitive to the surrounding neighborhoods." Whatever zoning changes you might 

recommend, we trust this flexibility will be preserved within this area. 

4.  While the comprehensive plan committee approved a recommendation that would 

"permit" the conversion, building and permanent residential use of accessory buildings 

such as carriage houses and garages, the City Council amended this to "investigate 

appropriate opportunities" for such efforts. This action is important because it likely 

represents one of the simplest and best ways to increase the supply of rental properties 

within the City and thus to help create a larger supply of workforce housing options. In 

making this change, the City Council felt that they didn't have enough information about 

the supply or location of such buildings and thus wanted more information. If the City is 

serious about creating more workforce housing, we hope that your firm as part of this 

effort will do the investigation and recommend alterations to our zoning that would easily 

allow these buildings to be used for this purpose. 



5.  We remain very concerned that some of the language included in the comprehensive 

plan if interpreted the wrong way could make it even more difficult to revitalize South 

Broadway. 

a.  Specialty Mixed Use Park - (SP) This area was created to allow for the revitalization of 

this specific area along South Broadway which is already substantially commercial and 

where improvements are being made to the Saratoga Honda dealership and the 

replacement of the Weathervane Restaurant with a Homewood Suites. The insertion 

within this definition of the words "rural character" by the City Council is inconsistent 

with the current land use within that gateway area on that specific side of the road. We 

trust that a flexible view of how the rural character can be protected by the continued 

preservation of the State Park lands across the street from this commercial district is 

warranted and practical. 

b.  Specialty Mixed Use Gateway- (SG) This area needs the flexibility suggested in the 

opening lines of the Future Land Use section. This gateway into our community is 

currently an eyesore with abandoned properties that don't help us to create a 

welcoming and vibrant first-impression to those coming into our City. We ask that you 

talk with developers specifically about the best way to change the zoning in this area to 

alter the current rules and regulations that have consistently prohibited projects from 

being proposed and financed. While the plan may suggest exactly where buildings 

should be placed, their 

heights, and the location of landscaping in this area, we prefer that our land use boards 

be given the flexibility to focus on performance standards that will encourage 

developers to consider and secure financing for projects that use architectural best 

practices and materials that will guarantee quality projects. 

6.  We would suggest and advise you and the City to carefully consider the language of the 

Conservation Development District, the Country Overlay, and the section entitled 

"Legitimate Public Interest in Protecting the Greenbelt." Given recent court rulings relative 

to the COD and the fact that some of these sections were written by one person on the 

committee without the assistance of legal counsel, we remain concerned that the limits 

imposed by these sections and other recommend actions relative to this land area may 

individually and/or collectively be far too limiting. The language in this section is also not at 

all consistent with the language in the opening of the Future Land Use section which says 

the City "must have increased flexibility." 

We have a range of other concerns with this plan and how it might harm our city's future 

economic vitality. We realize, however, that a comprehensive plan can always be amended 

by the City Council. If actions are recommended through the UDO that we believe are too 

costly or too burdensome, we will as is everyone's right petition the Council to amend this 



plan. Thanks again for the chance to learn more about this process and for allowing us the 

opportunity to be a part of what I'm sure will be an exhaustive effort to gather public input 

from as diverse a group of local residents, businesses, and organizations as is possible. 

- Todd Shimkus, Saratoga County Chamber of Commerce 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Oct 28.  

A couple of thoughts following the public meeting regarding the development of a unified 

growth and conservation ordinance.  First, I fully support Amy's observation that UDO is an 

inaccurate label for what the City's Comp Plan and vision are trying to accomplish.  The 

document you produce should create code and guidelines that govern things that are not 

properly called "development."  As you showed in one of your first slides, Saratoga's vision 

is to balance growth and preservation, so both should be enfolded in whatever name folks 

devise for the document.    

I mentioned that I have been puzzled in my dealings with the land use boards by the 

distinction between the ZO and the Subdivision Regulations.  Often when I have asked 

planning staff whether a given project is covered by SR, they have been uncertain.  This is 

particularly problematic because of the difference in specificity between the ZO and the 

SRs.  I will give examples of that below, but my instincts would recommend the following: 

that the distinction between design for subdivisions and other development projects 

(under ZO) is no longer critical or useful; that we should have a few basic streetscape 

standards that are determined by land-use category, not by whether a property is being 

subdivided.  So, for example, all projects in a transect zone might have one set of street & 

design criteria while projects in a UR-2 would have a different set and projects in RR-1 

would have yet another.  But these wouldn't depend on the arbitrary issue of whether a 

project was a single lot or a subdivision.   

As for the difference in specificity, here are a few examples you can compare.  I would 

imagine there are many more such inconsistencies. 

   1) I have attached excerpts (and my notes) of how each document deals with trees and 

described some of the confusion that results over specific projects 

   2) If you search the ZO and SRs for "streets" you will find that the SRs have a quite 

detailed description of street categories (with width of ROW and a requirement to bring 

substandard streets up to standard and much more) and nothing even remotely 

comparable in the ZO 

   3) similarly, if you search the ZO and SRs for various words---such as "sidewalk" or a 

number of terms relating to "storm management" or "stormwater"--you will also see sharp 

differences in level of detail.   



I am not sure that any of these differences should really hang on the difference between a 

subdivision and a non-subdivision.  I would hope you can bring some order and clarity to 

these issues.  

- Tom Denny 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Oct 23 

 

Both the new Comprehensive Plan and the current Zoning Ordinance provide language to 

protect residential neighborhoods. These protections need to be maintained in the new 

Zoning Laws that your organization is drafting for the city of Saratoga Springs. 

 

In the Land Use category definitions of the new Comprehensive Plan there is language 

provided that limits commercial use to that which currently exists in all five residential 

neighborhood categories.  

 

Also, Section 1.3 of the Zoning Ordinance states: "The regulations and district boundaries 

identified in the Chapter and upon the Zoning Map are made with the following additional 

purposes: 

( #3)  Provision of privacy for families and the maximum protection of residential areas." 

 

In addition, Tables 2 and 3 of Section 2 of the Zoning Ordinance provide protection to 

residential neighborhoods and all areas of the city by specifically stating what can be built 

in each Zone of the city, along with the size, set-backs, building dimensions, and other 

requirements. Table 2 also clearly states which types of buildings would require Site Plan 

Approvals and Special Use Permits in every Zone and neighborhood in the City. We want 

these requirements for residential neighborhoods, as currently written, retained in the new 

Zoning laws. 

 

You stated that as your group rewrites our city's Zoning Ordinance, you will be meeting 

with major stakeholders in the city including Sustainable Saratoga and builders. However, 

Residential Homeowners are perhaps the largest stakeholder group in Saratoga Springs 

and we would want to meet with you also. The majority of Saratoga Springs' residents, 

more than 15,000 people, live in the homes owned by city residents. We look forward to 

meeting with you soon regarding our concerns.  

 

- Maureen Curtin 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Oct 21.  

In the 1990s the city was notified that a small number of homeowners were paving the 

pubic tree belt to create personal parking. The department responsible for the public green 



belt ignored warnings they received and (former) officials in DPW refused to support the 

code officer who attempted to enforce the ordinance. 

 

Years later, the lack of enforcement has adversely affected neighborhoods as unthinking 

residents copied the "good idea" of another.  Where there was one paving there are now 

clusters, resulting in streets lined with cars parked on a paved right-of-way which formerly 

had grass and trees. 

The public greenbelt is a traditional green space belonging to the city and all its 

residents.  It not only makes our city streetscape more beautiful but it's a place of safety for 

pedestrians and cyclists, especially in neighborhoods where no sidewalks exist. 

 

I ask that the city make a plan to inform all homeowners of the city's duly adopted laws 

concerning protection of the tree belt/ public right- of-way. The DPW department 

must identify violations and remove the illegal blacktop. Trees and grass must be restored 

to follow the original plan for city streetscape in all our residential neighborhoods. 

 

If the UDO project is a sincere effort to make positive improvements throughout the city 

then it will remedy the current activity of "paving paradise to put up a parking lot". 

- Molly Gagne 

 

***************************************************************************** 

Handwritten comment cards received at the Oct. 22nd presentation: 

1. Comprehensive Plan Implementation Priority: 

As part of the energy efficiency and quality of life aspects of the plan –especially as Saratoga 

continues to grow –I would like to see the walkability and public transportation aspects of the 

plan improved. Enforcement is a big issue. It’s great to have plans and codes, but if no one 

enforces ordinance, it’s a wasted effort! 

 

- Unknown contributor 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 


